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Abstract: This paper reviews how the mechanism for absorbing local wisdom values in the formation of criminal sanctions in the process of forming regional regulations in districts, namely Ponorogo, Magetan, and Madiun Regencies, East Java Province. This research is empirical legal research using a juridical-sociological approach. Based on the results of the discussion, local wisdom in the studied districts, which is characterized by sociological studies as a Mataraman cultural character, does not exist in the formation of local regulations on public order. It can be seen that there are differences in the determination of criminal sanctions in regional regulations regarding public order. This is because there is still a need for more specific regulations governing the mechanism for forming regional regulations to accommodate the interests of local wisdom to be contained in norms as sanctions in regional regulations. Thus, in the future, it is necessary to develop national standard parameters for making regional regulations and design a linkage mechanism between these standard mechanisms and the legal values of local life that live in society, which can bridge the two domains.

1. Introduction

The implementation of local government (regional) autonomy in Indonesia is based on Law Number 23 of 2014 concerning Regional Government as amended several times, the latest by Law Number 9 of 2015 concerning the Second Amendment to Law Number 23 of 2014. In its implementation, regions, to be precise, regencies are equipped with law instruments in the form of regional regulations (Perda) to regulate and manage their households. Regulations of the local government of the regency are formed by the Regional House of Representatives of Regency (DPRD-Kabupaten) through discussion with the Regional Head of Regency to obtain mutual agreement as political law. The technical formation of a Perda begins with the process of Perda legal drafting (Perda draft). Therefore, the quality of a Perda draft to become a Perda is determined by how and by whom the Perda draft has been arranged. This is where mutual wisdom is needed between the Regency Government, the Regency Legislative (DPRD), and the local community in making a Regional Regulation.\(^1\) Perda, as law products which regulate licensing or obligations of citizens in specific contexts, especially in addition to the realization of security and public order, also sup-

ports the revenue for the local government of regency development. By far, the local government of regency regulations include articles on obligations and prohibitions that lead to criminal sanctions. The development of the local government of regency criminal law is increasingly used and relied upon to regulate and bring order to the community. This can be seen from the existence of a policy on the use of criminal sanctions by including a chapter on “criminal sanctions provisions” at the end of most Indonesian laws and regulations. The inclusion of the chapter on the provisions of criminal sanctions is not only seen in the product of the central statutory regulations, namely the law. However, it can also be seen in the product of local government legislation of regency in the form of “Regency Local Regulations.”

However, the implementation of law enforcement of Perda only sometimes runs, as stated in the Perda itself. Regional government regency factually is only sometimes consistent in enforcing its local regulations. Abandonment of violations of regional regulations by citizens, even irregularities committed by bureaucratic and political elites in many regions, frequently occurred. In particular, such efforts to enforce local regulations of regency involving violations by large groups of citizens, executed by the Civil Service Police Unit as the in-charged working unit, are helpless.

The policy of imposing criminal sanctions contained in the law can be referred to as “Criminal-Policy” as a logical consideration for controlling crime by the public. So that criminal politics can be seen as an effort to determine criminal sanctions, in addition to understanding the criminalization and decriminalization of certain acts, the existence of research and thoughts on the criminal policy is demanded. Regarding criminal determination of a criminalized act, Sudarto reminded us that: a) The use of criminal law must pay attention to the goals of national development, which is to realize a prosperous and just society that is evenly material and spiritual based on Pancasila; in connection with that, the (use of) criminal law aims to tackle crime and also local government conduct granting of the act as coping law instrument, for the sake of the welfare and protection of the community; b) Actions that are attempted to be prevented or dealt with by criminal law must be “desirable acts,” i.e. acts which incur losses (material or spiritual) of community members; c) the use of criminal law must also take into account the principle of “costs and results” (cost and benefit principle); d) The use of criminal law must also pay attention to the capacity or capability of the workforce of law enforcement agencies, that is, there must be no overload of duty;


Criminal-charged regulations regulating public order and public peace must refer to doctrinal measures in criminalization, as mentioned by Muladi in Abdul Madjid:10 a) may not lead to “over-criminalization”, which falls into the misuse of criminal sanctions category; b) may not be ad-hoc; c) criminalization must contain both actual and potential victims; d) criminalization must take into account the analysis of costs, results, and *ultimum remedium* principles; e) criminalization must produce enforceable regulations; f) criminalization must get public support; g) criminalization must contain an element of “subsocialitet” (resulting in danger to the community, even if very small); h) criminalization must heed the warning that every criminal regulation restricts people’s freedom and gives law enforcement officials the possibility to curb that freedom.

Therefore, as criminal law as *ultimum remedium*, it must be realized that in addition to paying attention to rational and proportional matters, it must also consider the actions that will be used as criminal acts and what sanctions should be used or imposed on the perpetrators.11 The content and substantive consideration of the regulation of the formation of a regional regulation based on the doctrinal measures in the criminalization policy conceptualized by Muladi can at least avoid the initial purpose of the criminalization itself.12 However, the granting of authority to regional governments, specifically the regency, to make local regulations on public order and peace policies that contain criminal sanctions is still indicated to be blurred by the standard references for their formation. Law Number 23 the Year 2014, in conjunction with Law Number 12 the Year 2011, merely “permits” the formation of criminal policy13 Local government regulations without providing details of standard references when forming and establishing that criminal sanctions have an impact on the many differences in the determination of criminal sanctions among the local governments that make these regulations, even though the objects they regulate are similar.14 The absence of detailed and standardized criminal arrangements in Law Number 23 the Year 2014, in conjunction with Law Number 12 the Year 2011, has implications for the inability to attain the true purpose of granting authority to the regency government to determine criminal sanctions through criminal policy.

East Java Province, as part of Java Island, has 38 regencies and cities, so it has a variety of social cultures. There are ten cultural regions in East Java alone, namely Java-Mataraman, Java-Panaragan, Java-Arek, Java-Samin (Sedulur Sikep), Java-Tengger, Java-Osing (Using), Java-Pandalungan, Java-Madura Island, Java-Madura Bawean, and Java-Madura Kangean. The Indonesian government has the authority to regulate its regions through local regulation mechanisms whose forms and procedures are similar to formal laws made by the central government. The substance of the local regulation also allows for criminal sanctions as an embodiment of the criminalization

11 W. N. and P. W. Harris, “Criminal Justice Policy and Planning: Planned Change” (books.google.com, 2016), https://books.google.com/books?hl=en\&lr=&id=jiwreCwAAQBAJ\&oe=find\&p=PP1\&dq=criminal+policy\&ots=QL6a8qGU\_W\&sig=0TqPAlaFDVN85656gske4lqiU.
12 L. K. Gaines and R. L. R. Miller, “Criminal Justice in Action” (books.google.com, 2021), https://books.google.com/books?hl=en\&lr=&id=RcYpEAAQBAJ\&oe=find\&p=PP1\&dq=criminal+policy\&ots=qXMC7UFFe\&sig=rVZgBN07pLWVAHs8eXA\_7Q.
of undesirable actions of citizens in an orderly manner in social life in the area. However, such improved public facilities, infrastructure, and ease of transportation can cause unrest for residents of one different area when traveling and committing social engagement in another area due to differences in the criminal acts in each region.

In this study, 3 (three) regional regulations of regency were examined in the field of public order, namely Ponorogo, Magetan and Madiun, as part of the Mataraman sub-culture. Various public acts have been considered the object of criminal policies with sanctions when people violate existing provisions. The primary measurement variables used as benchmarks for determining this criminal behavior by each region were the local-wisdom values originating from the formal mechanism of sub-culture people representation. Therefore, this paper identified and analyzed local-wisdoms which were used as the basis for determining acts that are given criminal sanctions in the local regency regulation, as well as analyzing the mechanism of absorption of local-wisdom values in the formation of criminal sanctions in the process of establishing local regulations to do with criminal sanctions in the field of public-order in regencies of Ponorogo, Magetan, and Madiun.

2. Method

This research is empirical legal research or called sociological, legal research or field legal research, which focuses on the principle of receptio in complexiu of the local-wisdom values in the formation of positive law. The study area was determined based on purposive sample categories according to district and regency area characteristics, agreement on access to key informants, and the availability of primary legal materials and primary-secondary data sources. The sample area covers three regions: Ponorogo, Magetan and Madiun regencies. The consideration of the selection of the three sample regions was because the three have relatively similar social, economic, educational, and cultural typologies for knowing whether there is a range of differences in the political roots of law “Policy-criminal” through local regulations, especially in the field of public order and peace and what factors cause the presence or absence of these differences. Another fundamental consideration for the selection of the three study sites is due to the availability of primary legal materials, primary data, secondary legal materials, and secondary data that can be accessed at every level of government offices (executive and legislative), including consideration of efficiency in the data collection process.

3. Local Wisdom as a Basis for Establishment

The criminal policy profile of local wisdom as the basis for determining acts that are given criminal sanctions in the three districts of Ponorogo, Madiun, and Magetan in the context of a favorable legal system is analyzed using the concept of Receptio in Complexiu and Legal-System. Some key concepts of analysis used include a) Receptio in Complexiu ‘Local-Wisdom’ criminal


sanctions in the Regional Regulation, covering aspects of 1) Philosophical; 2) Sociological; 3) Juridical; 4) Theoretical; 5) Psychological; b) Synchronous Legal System of criminal sanctions in the Perda with the National Law System (KUHP-UU-HAM), including 1) Legal Structure; 2) Substance; 3) Legal Culture Law.

The key concept is to answer the research question of whether local wisdom is used as the basis for determining the actions that are given criminal sanctions in local regulations in the 3 (three) districts studied and how the mechanism of absorption of local wisdom values in the formation of criminal sanctions in the process of establishing local regulations in the form of criminal sanctions in the field of order in 3 (three) areas studied. The criminal policy profile of local wisdom as the basis for determining the actions that are given criminal sanctions in the three districts is presented as follows.

3.1. Profile of the Local Wisdom Criminal Policy Profile of Madiun Regency

The results of the profiling of the local wisdom criminal policy in Madiun district that have been carried out include reviewing the Perda document Number 4 of 2017 concerning the Implementation of Public Order and Community Peace. The research findings show that in the formation of Perda in the Madiun Regency, all mechanisms for the formation of Perda follow the standard procedure for forming existing Perda. Academic paper preparation is usually an initiative carried out by the Madiun Regency Government through the Madiun Legal Division in cooperation with academics and related NGOs. The mechanism of establishing a Perda in its guidelines does not regulate the specific interests of local wisdom into an issue to be normalized in a Perda. The local wisdom of the Madiun district, which is marked by the cultural character of Mataraman, is no longer a customary value but rather what is referred to as the living law of the Madiun district community.19

The process of establishing a Perda, as it is usually held, begins with an academic study of networking and verification of the aspirations of the general public through various discussion forums and focus group discussions. Through a system of representation of community interest groups in academic discussion and research forums, all of them are accommodated and grouped into various political issues of local law.20 Local significance values of the people of Madiun district, who are suspected of having the mainstream Mataraman culture, no longer appear to be the dominant customary values that influence the formation of local regulations because of the influence of modern civilization.21 The process and procedure for establishing a Perda in its guidelines also do not contain specific local wisdom issues. The issue of local wisdom has now been understood as the living law in society in the form of the norms of people’s daily lives according

---


to their respective interest groups. Various interest groups start from the alim-ulama group with the students, the “Abangan” group, the Mataraman tradition group, the “Entrepreneur” group, the “Intellectuals” group, or the “Gender Main-stream” group, the group “Farmers” all mixed in discussion forums and legal, political dialogue.

This condition is at least caused by standard procedures that are always carried out. Before a regulation is enacted, it is consulted first by the government of superiors, in this case, the Provincial Government. East Java. Although academically, it is known that there are weaknesses in the perspective of Legal-Structure, Legal-Substance, and Legal-Culture in the Regional Regulations, up to now, it has only happened once it was subjected to a Judicial Review by the interest groups in Madiun district.

3.2. Profile of the Local Wisdom Criminal Policy in Ponorogo City

The results of the profiling of the local wisdom criminal policy of the district of Ponorogo that have been carried out include the review of the Perda document No. 5 of 2011 concerning the Implementation of Public Order and Community Peace and interviews with key informants. The results of the review of documents and interviews have been analyzed and produced criminal profiles of local wisdom. The research findings show that in the formation of Perda in Ponorogo District, all mechanisms for the formation of its Perda follow the existing procedures for establishing a Perda. The Ponorogo Regency Government usually prepares Perda academic scripts through the Ponorogo Setkab Legal Department in collaboration with academics and related NGOs.

The mechanism of establishing a Perda in its guidelines does not regulate the specific interests of local wisdom into an issue to be normalized in a Perda. Local wisdom in the Ponorogo regency, characterized by the cultural character of Mataraman, is no longer a customary value but rather what is referred to as the living law of the Ponorogo district community. The process of establishing a Perda, as it is usually held, begins with an academic study of networking and verification of the aspirations of the general public through various discussion forums and focus group discussions. Through a system of representation of community interest groups in academic discussion and research forums, all of them are accommodated and grouped into various political issues of local law. The values of local significance of the people of the Madiun district, which are suspected of having the mainstream of Mataraman culture, are no longer visible as the dominant customary values that influence the formation of local regulations because of the influence of modern civilization. The process and procedure for establishing a Perda in its guidelines also do not contain specific local wisdom issues. The issue of local wisdom has now been understood as the living law in society in the form of the norms of people’s daily lives according to their respective interest groups. Various groups of interest ranging from the group of alim-ulama with their students, the group “Abangan”, the traditional group Mataraman, the group “Entrepreneurs”, the group “Scholars” or the group “Gender Mainstream”, the group of “Farmers” all mixed in discussion forums and legal, political dialogue.


The synchronicity of the local regulation norms on public order with the above laws and regulations has yet to be tested synchronized, so the court must cancel it, the superior government, or the Supreme Court. This condition is at least caused by standard procedures that are always carried out. Before a regulation is enacted, it is consulted first by the government of superiors, in this case, the Provincial Government. East Java. Although academically, it is known that there are weaknesses in the perspective of Legal-Structure, Legal-Substance and Legal-Culture in the Regional Regulations, up to now, it has never happened until it was subjected to a Judicial Review by an interest group in Ponorogo district.

The results of the profiling of the local wisdom criminal policy of the Magetan regency that has been carried out include reviewing the Perda document Number 3 of 2014 concerning Public Order and Public Peace and interviews with key informants and have been analyzed, producing a profile of Magetan’s local wisdom criminal policy. The research findings show that in forming local regulations in the Magetan regency, all mechanisms for forming local regulations follow the standard procedures for forming existing regulations. The Magetan regency usually prepares Perda academic scripts through the Magetan Setkab Legal Section in collaboration with academics and related NGOs.

The mechanism of establishing a Perda in its guidelines does not regulate the specific interests of local wisdom into an issue to be normalized in a Perda. The local wisdom of the Magetan regency, which is characterized by the cultural character of Mataraman, is no longer a customary value but rather what is referred to as the living law of the Magetan district community. The process of establishing a Perda, as it is usually held, begins with an academic study of networking and verification of the aspirations of the general public through various discussion forums and focus group discussions. Through a system of representation of community interest groups in academic discussion and research forums, all of them are accommodated and grouped into various political issues of local law. The values of local significance of the Magetan district community, which is suspected of having the mainstream of Mataraman culture, no longer appear as the dominant customary values that influence the formation of local regulations because of the influence of modern civilization. The process and procedure for establishing a Perda in its guidelines also do not contain specific local wisdom issues. The issue of local wisdom has now been understood as the living law in society in the form of the norms of people’s daily lives according to their respective interest groups. Various interest groups start from the alim-ulama group with the students, the “Abangan” group, the Mataraman tradition group, the “Entrepreneur” group, the “Intellectuals” group, or the “Gender group” Main-stream**, the group “Farmers” all mixed in discussion forums and legal, political dialogue.

The synchronicity of the local regulation norms on public order with the above laws and regulations has not yet been tested in synchronization, so the court must cancel it, the superior government, or the Supreme Court. This condition is at least caused by standard procedures that are always carried out. Before a regulation is enacted, it is consulted first by the government of superiors, in this case, the Provincial Government. East Java. Although academically, it is known that there are weaknesses in the perspective of Legal-Structure, Legal-Substance, and Legal-Culture

in the Regional Regulations, up to now, it has never happened until it was subjected to a Judicial Review by an interest group in Magetan Regency.

4. Analysis Profile of Local Wisdom Criminal Policy in Madiun, Ponorogo and Magetan Regencies

The research findings show that the formation of regional regulations in the Regencies of Ponorogo, Madiun, and Magetan shows that the mechanism for establishing its regulations follows the standard procedures for forming existing regulations. Perda academic scripts are usually prepared by three parties in Ponorogo, Madiun and Magetan regencies through the Local Government Legal Department in collaboration with academics and related NGOs.

The mechanism of establishing a Perda in its guidelines does not regulate the specific interests of local wisdom into an issue to be normalized in a Perda. The local wisdom of the three regencies of Ponorogo, Madiun, and Magetan, which are marked by the cultural character of Mataraman, is no longer a customary value, but rather what is referred to as the living-law community of the three regencies of Ponorogo, Madiun, and Magetan. Forming process

The regional regulation, as it is commonly held, begins with an academic study of networking and verification of the aspirations of the general public through various discussion forums and focus group discussions. Through a system of representation of community interest groups in academic discussion and research forums, all of them are accommodated and grouped into various political issues of local law. The values of local significance of the people of the three regencies of Ponorogo, Madiun, and Magetan, which are suspected of having the mainstream of Mataraman culture, are no longer visible as the dominant customary values that influence the formation of local regulations due to the influence of modern civilization. The process and procedure for establishing a Perda in its guidelines also do not contain specific local wisdom issues.

The issue of local wisdom has now been understood as the living law in society in the form of the norms of people’s daily lives according to their respective interest groups. Various interest groups ranging from the alim-ulama group with their students, the “Abangan” group, the Mataram tradition group, the “Entrepreneur” group, the “Intellectuals” group, or the “Mainstream Gender” group, the “Farmer” group all melt together in discussion forums and legal, political dialogue. The synchronicity of the local regulation norms on public order with the above laws and regulations has not yet been tested in synchronization, so the court must cancel it, the superior government, or the Supreme Court. This condition is at least caused by standard procedures that are always carried out. Before a regulation is enacted, it is consulted first by the government of superiors, in this case, the Provincial Government. East Java. Although academically, it is known that there are weaknesses in the perspective of Legal-Structure, Legal-Substance, and Legal-Culture in Perda, but until now this has never happened until experiencing Judicial Review by interest groups in three districts of Ponorogo, Madiun, and Magetan.

Criminal provisions in regional regulations are still a polemic of the legal debate because there is a diverse absence of standard signs as a benchmark for the values of justice, certainty, and usefulness. Each region has benchmarks based primarily on the living law in the community. The validity of criminal sanctions against legal subjects in the Perda is questionable in its adjustability. Provisions regarding criminal sanctions should be regulated at the level of the law, such as the Criminal Code, nothing else except forms of administrative sanctions. However, if you view the
UUP of Justice, local regulations such as local regulations can be used as consideration by the judge in certain criminal cases. The living law as living in a society with the General Standing Orders differs from the degree of validity as a source of law and the principle of legality of criminal law, even though the law is a source of organic law. The principle of “Nullum dictum nulla poena sine praevia lege penile”, which is an act that cannot be convicted, except based on the strength of the provisions of existing criminal laws (Article 1 paragraph (1) of the Criminal Code) as a reference for criminal law enforcement.

The synchronization of local norms with the Criminal Code is also a critical problem that always occurs in forming General Standing Orders. Synchronization between laws and regulations, especially with regulations and legislation on it, the local government must comply with the principle of “lex superior derogat legi inferior” in making law politics, according to the provisions of the hierarchy of laws and regulations (Law 12/2011 about Establishment of Legislation). The higher law is superior to the law under it, or the lower law must refer to the rules above so that the General Standing Orders must refer to favourable laws that are higher in position, such as the Criminal Code or other relevant laws.

5. Conclusion and Suggestions

As a general conclusion, the results of criminal policy studies on the formation of local regulations are that the profile of the mechanism of absorption of local wisdom values in the formation of criminal sanctions in the law in the field of order in the districts of Ponorogo, Madiun, and Magetan findings show that in the formation of these regulations, all mechanisms follow the standard procedure for establishing Existing legislation. The district government usually carries out the preparation of Perda academic scripts.

The mechanism of establishing a Perda in its guidelines does not regulate the specific interests of local wisdom into an issue to be normalized in a Perda. The local wisdom of the three regencies marked by the cultural character of Mataraman is no longer marked as traditional values, except to become the living-law community. The process of establishing a local regulation is carried out through the academic study of networking and verification of the aspirations of the general public through various discussion forums and focus group discussions. Through a system of representation of community interest groups and academic research, all of them are accommodated and grouped into various legal issues. The local wisdom values of the three regencies, known as having the mainstream of Mataraman culture, are no longer seen as the dominant customary values that influence the formation of the Local Regulation due to the influence of modern civilization. The process and procedure for establishing a Perda in its guidelines also do not contain specific local wisdom issues. The issue of local wisdom today as the living law is interpreted as the norm of people’s daily lives according to their respective interest groups. Various interest groups in society, such as the alim-ulama group with their students, the “Abangan” group, the Mataraman tradition group, the group “Entrepreneurs”, “Cendikiawan” groups, or “Mainstream Gender” groups, “Farmers” groups all dissolve in discussion forums and legal, political dialogue.

6. Recommendation

Therefore, maintaining the balance of the living law norms, whether formal, material, system, mechanism, or procedure, is necessary with positive law. Thus, it is necessary to design a
mechanism for the connectedness of the construction of the Criminal Code Book, Law Number 23 of 2014 concerning Regional Government and Law Number 12 of 2011 concerning the Formation of Regulations and Regulations, which can be bridged through government regulations regarding the formation of local regulations. The maintenance of the synchronicity of legal substance, legal culture, and the balance of norms between the living law of local communities and positive law must be put in the construction of the formulation of local regulation norms and the competence of public officials of the regional government holding the authority of Public Order.
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